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ABSTRACT

Energy-in-Motion is symbol of living hoods. This Energy-in-Motion is also known as emotion. Digitization and Globalization change our traditional ways of living. This change are not only in physical but also physiological and hence, new generation is in a dilemma of unfit and unequipped also this generation has not a mental and physical strength to face and handle the emotional phases in for example stress or negative emotion. Now everyone is a part of race of success, from day one of school students enters in a world of competition and stress. From the Kids to the youth are in stress of examination. Kids are missing their childhood. To bring their original age on their face is a need of understanding. Communication between the parents, teachers and friends. Right actions at right time can pull out them from the stress. Hence researchers are working with this area of stress management. For our research work we simply tried to build a system ‘Emotion Analysis using Rule base system.’ Which can help to detect and classify the emotions?
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INTRODUCTION

In the fast track of life there is a interesting research areas in case of non-verbal communication. It is related to living hoods only, especially with youth living a fast and changing modern life and correlates of stress. Like in students while facing the race of competition no. of factors are important, in daily life one factor can see everywhere as student has to face is ‘Stress of Study’. The non-verbal content or information is a silent factor about internal feeling and emotions [4,5]. This emotional feeling comes out from heart and express in the term of sounds in speech. In this research we developed a system to classify the e-motion. We have shown result achievement of two input types of audio signals. For our research we have tested two of recordings alike we collect and test the recorded wav file and then compare with standard speech database for better result. The standard recordings were taken by recording equipment. The complete database is collected and evaluated with preserving their naturalness. The database can be accessed by the public via the internet (http://www.expressive-speech.net/emodb). In the second test type we tried to test real input/sound signals wav file and then compare with standard speech database for better result.

AIM

With the focus of student stress and emotional speech there is a need of implementation of automatic emotion detection system which can analysis the emotion of the students and classify according to mood and extract feature like energy. Different application has been implemented by the researchers with considering the area of audio signal processing and stress management. While implementing this system we had a focus on two steps for processing the voice.

1] Recording the audio through microphone or collect the available sample from sources.

2] Fundamental frequency evaluation in the speech signal.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For studying real time input, to keep the naturalness in the speech signal under the different emotional
situations, we prepare a soundproof room to avoid the external barrier in the speech input. For recording the real input from the various students we use microphone connected to the system, we recorded variable input speech signals from the student having different mood with subjects of examination. These student were asked to express certain feeling about their exam or subject paper at the same time speech was recorded without aware them about recording to preserve the naturalness. Test is conducted for the Indian students and they spoke English or Marathi sentences under different emotional states. At the time of recording microphone was kept at a certain distance from the mouth. For feature extraction from the recorded speech segments, MATLAB functions were used.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL KEYS

Power and Energy content are used to calculated. Power = mean(x.^2) and energy = sum(x.^2) of the audio signal equation

\[
E = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x^2[n] \quad \text{--------------------------------- (1)}
\]

\[
P = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x^2[n] \quad \text{--------------------------------- (2)}
\]

1 and 2 shows the Energy E and power P respectively.

Where x(n) is the n:th sample within the frame and N is the length of frame in samples.

These parameter vectors can be described using GMM:

\[
p \left( o \mid \lambda^s \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{M^s} w_i^s p_i^s \left( o \right),
\]

Where \( M \) is components of class, \( w_i, i = 1, \ldots, M \) are weights of that sum of all weights is 1, and \( p \) means the probability. And others are mean value and covariance matrix \( C_i \).

Gaussian model can be defined by

\[
\lambda^s = \left\{ w_i^s, \mu_i^s, C_i^s \right\}, \quad i, \ldots, M^s.
\]

Using above factors we are able to detecting F0 detection in time domain, F0 plays an important role in frequency domain and F0 from cepstral coefficients. Popular autocorrelation function is used to determine the position of the first peak with the help of Pitch extraction concept. Simple formula is use for the final calculation of the fundamental frequency as given bellow

\[
F_0 = \frac{F_s}{k}.
\]

RESULT

For a clean experimental setup everything except the issue under study is kept constant. Number of student speakers speaks naturally with the emotions that they have to perform. Recordings are at high audio quality and without noise without which spectral measurements would not been possible. This experiment shows the emotion detection whose accuracy outperforms a Better than a number of papers Moreover, it achieves this in real-time, as opposed to previous work base on stored data. The novel application of the system for speech quality assessment also achieves high detection accuracies. Figure 3 Shows the Output classification result of Emotions and Table 1 shows the performance and the result.
Figure A: Input for the testing.

Figure B: Input and spectrogram of input sound
CONCLUSION

Earlier system shows there were a much more disadvantages without the MFCC features. Over a 20% drop in performance shows that overall the included features of the data set, it appears that the MFCC is the most important and also As it was found that not clustering data was advantageous to predicting the emotion, it was hypothesized that perhaps clustering provided some advantages to training time compared to the full feature set [1,6,7,8]. This experiment shows the emotion detection whose accuracy outperforms a Better than a number of papers Moreover, it achieves this in real-time, as opposed to previous work base on stored data. The novel application of the system for speech quality assessment also achieves high detection accuracies.
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